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Privacy and security concerns are at the forefront of research and critical study in the prevalence of
information technology.
Pervasive Information Security and Privacy Developments: Trends and Advancements compiles
research on topics such as technical, regulatory, organizational, managerial, cultural, ethical, and
human aspects of information security and privacy. This reference offers methodologies, research
frameworks, theory development and validation, case studies, simulations, technological architectures, infrastructure issues in design, and implementation of secure and privacy preserving initiatives.
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Privacy legislation and patient care
Privacy protection models
Social engineering
Electronic medical records
Data anonymity
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Anti-forensic tools
Malicious codes
Organizational information sharing
Secure computer networks
Web-based social networks
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Market: This premier publication is essential for all academic and research library reference collections.
It is a crucial tool for academicians, researchers, and practitioners and is ideal for classroom use.
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he was on the faculty of J. Mack Robinson College of Business Administration at Georgia State University. He has extensive professional experience in various consulting,
business intelligence, and analyst positions and has consulted for a number of major organizations. His research specialization is in the areas of decision support systems, data
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